This is the exhibition preview with just some of the hundreds of exhibits from around the world which will be on show at

**A P A M E R I N D O  I N D O N E S I A  T R A D E  E V E N T**

**MINING 2015 INDONESIA**

The 17th International Mining and Minerals Recovery Exhibition and Conference

**9-12 SEPTEMBER 2015**

Jakarta International Expo Kemayoran

Jakarta - Indonesia.

Halls B1, B2, B3, C1, C3 and F

Wednesday - Friday : 10.00 - 18.00 hours

Saturday : 10.00 - 17.00 hours

This is only a small sample of the hundreds of new products which will be on display at the show.

It is based on information provided by exhibitors as at July 1, 2015. Note : this list is NOT comprehensive.

### Exhibitor Highlights

**Suprabakti Mandiri**

Offer the most comprehensive and innovative range of products and services in the industry.

**Intecs Teknikatama Industri**

Provide the best quality products, service and engineering solutions.

**PowerROC T50**

A new generation drilling machine which have high performance and easy operation, will be presented by Atlas Copco Nusantara.

**Sumitomo (S.H.I) Construction Machinery Southeast Asia**

Will present some Excavator products made in Indonesia with standard quality of Japan Technology and present Asphalt Paver.

**Linatex & Other Rubbers**

will be presented by Walindo Jaya Abadi.

**Mercedes-Benz Trucks**

Will be displayed by Mercedes-Benz Distribution Indonesia.

**Suprabakti Mandiri**

Offer the most comprehensive and innovative range of products and services in the industry.

**Multicrane Perkasa**

A distributors of KATO. KATO works, proudly distributed by Multicrane Perkasa, will be displaying its leading range of Truck Cranes and Rough Terrain Cranes.

**Liebherr Indonesia Perkasa**

Will show the Productivity Liebherr Mining Equipment enables superior productivity by loading and hauling maximum tonnage in the shortest amount of time.

**IHI Construction Machinery**

100% made-in-Japan and proudly distributed by Multicrane Perkasa, will be displaying its line up of Crawler Cranes.

**3M Indonesia**

Provides total solutions for mining: Personal Safety, Site Safety, Electrical & Maintenance Repair Operation.

**Multipower Aditama**

Carries large stocks in Jakarta as well as in the major mining spot areas in the country to ensure product availability to the end user.

Organised by:

**Allworld Exhibitions**

**Pamerindo Indonesia**

**www.mining-indonesia.com**

Supported by:

**Indonesian Mining Association**

**Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources, the Republic of Indonesia**
Hyva Indonesia will exhibit new releases of Hyva’s hydraulic telescopical cylinder kit - New Truck mounted crane models.

Lancar Maxmuma Bersama will show Heyco, Schlipher, Volkli, and Stanhaft - The Best Quality Tools with The Best Price.

Delta Element, the latest model from Olympus is designed to answer the needs of forensic material. Positive Material Identification (PMI), QA/QC Alloy and the identification of precious metals. Will be exhibited by Tawada Graha.

Rulmeca Indonesia, experience in Belt Conveyors Applications specializing in the production of Rollers/Filters, Motorized Pulleys, fabricated Pulleys and other components for the worldwide bulk handling industry.

Hydra-Clean Pump type Bulldog 10:1 Cart Mount and Transfer Pump type Husky 515 transfer will be presented by Dharma Motoranta Nusantara.

Post-Tensioning Ground Anchors, Stay Cable, Bridge Erection, Heavy Lifting, Bearings & Joints, Retained Earth. Repair & Strengthening, and many other will be supplied by VSL Indonesia.

Anggun Permai Tekindo specializes in reinforcing underground mine using Sika construction chemicals.

Rockmore’s New A-Class Hammer series incorporates technological advancements that allow the hammers to be compatible with a wider range of compressors, will be exhibited by Rockmore International.

Binotto, the strongest telescopical cylinder for your loader cranes.

Rocky Rockbreaker's New A-Class 3000 model will be presented by Tekindo Abadi.

Shanbao Crushing Equipment, a newly top selling HP/HPC machine from Korea, Robint Rock Tools, SIOUX Steam Cleaners and NPK Breakers will be displayed by Marton Tekindo Abadi.

Rinvind Artha Mandiri will offer Filters, Diesel, Coolant, Battery for Heavy Equipment, Marine, Gantry, Truck, and Compressor.

PM Cranes, 100% made in Italy and proudly distributed by Multicranes Perkasa, will be displaying its best selling range of loader cranes.

Delta Element, the latest model from Olympus is designed to answer the needs of forensic material. Positive Material Identification (PMI), QA/QC Alloy and the identification of precious metals. Will be exhibited by Tawada Graha.

Tata Sukes Mandiri provides full mining equipment that is reliable and economical.

Duro Felguera Indonesia is a local subsidiary of Spanish industrial group Duro Felguera, a leading EPC contractor & heavy equipment manufacturer for mining & handling, oil & gas and power generation industries.

Allegiance Primaparts Indonesia is a top distributor of genuine & OEM brands of spare parts for European manufactured commercial vehicles & trucks.

Rulmeca Indonesia, experience in Belt Conveyors Applications specializing in the production of Rollers/Filters, Motorized Pulleys, fabricated Pulleys and other components for the worldwide bulk handling industry.

R.J.K Industries, subsidiary of Japan Fawick and authorized distributor of Sator Airflex will exhibit and explain the improved version of the Airflex VC used on Grizzly Mills.

Indo Global Traktor, a well-known Top Supplier for Heavy Equipment brands in Indonesia.

Pix Transmissions Limited, is the leading manufacturer of quality V-Belts and related power transmission equipment used in Mining Machinery and General Industries.

Hydraulic breaker, one of the top brands in the market for rock breaking equipment.

Lancar Maxmuma Bersama will show Heyco, Schlipher, Volkli, and Stanhaft - The Best Quality Tools with The Best Price.

Duro Felguera Indonesia is a local subsidiary of Spanish industrial group Duro Felguera, a leading EPC contractor & heavy equipment manufacturer for mining & handling, oil & gas and power generation industries.

Delta Element, the latest model from Olympus is designed to answer the needs of forensic material. Positive Material Identification (PMI), QA/QC Alloy and the identification of precious metals. Will be exhibited by Tawada Graha.

The Cobra group, is specialized in the manufacturing and distribution of conveyor belts and the manufacturing of specialised components. Presented by Cobra Europe.

Welding Alloys (Far East) will present tubular electrodes for the Indonesian mining industry.

Almexpad ruggedized computer tablet, available in Junior or Senior versions, will be supplied by Shaw Almex Indonesia.

Hybrid Clean Pump type Bulldog 10:1 Cart Mount and Transfer Pump type Husky 515 transfer will be promoted by Dharma Motoranta Nusantara.

Tawada Graha, will exhibit and explain the improved version of the Airflex VC used on Grizzly Mills.

Delta Element, the latest model from Olympus is designed to answer the needs of forensic material. Positive Material Identification (PMI), QA/QC Alloy and the identification of precious metals. Will be exhibited by Tawada Graha.

The Cobra group, is specialized in the manufacturing and distribution of conveyor belts and the manufacturing of specialised components. Presented by Cobra Europe.

Tractopump, a leading name in the field of dehydration of sludge and sludge treatment.

Donaldson Blue, the ultimate in heavy-duty engine filtration solutions, will be displayed by Donaldson Filtration.

Rockmore’s New A-Class Hammer series incorporates technological advancements that allow the hammers to be compatible with a wider range of compressors, will be exhibited by Rockmore International.

Ikon Introduces new Rock Breaker range, a product of Japan, Rocktools, will be displayed by Rocktools Indonesia.

Higashimatsubara, the strongest, the best, trapezoidal pipe, will be presented by Higashimatsubara.

Derrick Hi-Q Dryer Fines Recovery Systems will be provided by Derrick Solutions Indonesia.

Mantan Kusuma Sakti, has been manufacturing air operated and electro-mechanical diaphragm pumps with ‘RANpump’ brand in Turkey since 2001.

Duran International Indonesia, the industry leading manufacturer of wheels and rims for all mining and industrial applications, will debut their revolutionary Magnount Sensor, which are resistant to the wall fox, as well as caustic liquid additives and extreme temperatures.

Sumber Perkasa Jayatama, specialist Rubber Sheet Industrial Product, Cooling Belts & Services, Cold & Hot Splicing, Mining Rubber Product, Rubber Skimming, Rubber Lagging, Ceramic Lagging, Ceramic Lining, Impact Bar, Etc.

Shanbao Crushing Equipment, a newly top selling HP/HPC machine from Korea, Robint Rock Tools, SIOUX Steam Cleaners and NPK Breakers will be displayed by Marton Tekindo Abadi.

Rulmeca Indonesia, experience in Belt Conveyors Applications specializing in the production of Rollers/Filters, Motorized Pulleys, fabricated Pulleys and other components for the worldwide bulk handling industry.

Delta Element, the latest model from Olympus is designed to answer the needs of forensic material. Positive Material Identification (PMI), QA/QC Alloy and the identification of precious metals. Will be exhibited by Tawada Graha.
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Mining Indonesia 2015

PT. Tsurumi Pump Indonesia will present Tsurumi Pump Japan and offers submersible pump such as pump for construction and civil engineering (Model: KZ, KRS, GPR, HT, KOL, LH, GZS).


Rockmore International, will present Rockmore’s new Vector Rod System with XT thread suitable for male/ female (MF) extension rods.

Linindo Pacific International through its Pae-Ace Indonesia will present the latest technology in The Heavy Duty After Market Automotive, Electrical, Fire Suppression Systems and Pines, Bushe, Gearboxes, and Wear Components.

Metso is Mining and Construction, the world’s leading rock and mineral processing, which promote profitable solutions for crushing and screening process, presented by Fajar Mas Murni.

Vietnam’s leading rock and mineral processing, which promote profitable solutions for crushing and screening process, presented by Fajar Mas Murni.

Rockmore International will show Rockmore’s B6 drill bit for drifting and tunnelling operations.

Volvo FMX - With a solid chassis and bumper as well as a high ground clearance, FMX is suitable for challenging areas. We equip this truck with solid chassis, solid bumper as well as high ground clearance, will display by Volvo Indonesia.

Flexible slurry pipeline systems, Rubber compensators Floating slurry pipeline for working at the tailings with solid float, Floating slurry pipeline for working at the tailings with plastic float. Rubberised steel products will be presented by Composit, LLC.

Aike Tita Cemerlang, is a leading company for lubrication and workshop equipment in Indonesia. And authorized representative of SAMOA (Spain), PIUSI (Italy), BETA (Italy), TEKNOX (Italy) and others.

Furukawa offer Hydraulic Crayzer Drills, presented by Fajar Mas Murni.

Throughout Indonesia, Grundfos Pumps provides and extensive range of pumping system solutions for the mining sector.

Bera Mandiri Perkasa is one of the leading provider of forklifts and port crane in Indonesia. With a global player brand we set the benchmark for quality, innovation and profitability in the industry.

Peple for Process Automation.

Powerful solutions for the mining industry will be Exhibited by Endress+Hauser Indonesia.

We provide heavy equipment and power generator for the construction, industrial and retail sectors. Our company acts as distributors for a world quality heavy equipment brands.

Endress+Hauser Indonesia

Novamine, as the world leader on body recovery system, will be exhibiting for the first time the new Kimbo Product line, with an astonishing innovation Dump Body Exchange System.

Karya Putera Suplindo, has been established from 2009 for the purpose of succeeding belt services work from PT. Putera Bridgestone engineering, and also provide conveyor system, steel fabrication and repairing solutions of equipments parts.

Bera, the world no. 1 undercarriage manufacturer will be presented by USG Products (F.E.).

Furukawa offer Hydraulic Crayzer Drills, presented by Fajar Mas Murni.

The Largest Mining Bucket (2MB3) produced by Professional, Africa.

Hitachi Dump Truck, an exceedingly capable and reliable solution to mine application worldwide will be exhibited by Hosindo Adiperkasa.

Boart Longyear is a leading equipment manufacturer providing products and services to the mineral exploration, hard rock mining, coal mining and constructions industries in the world will be presented by Indoboreq.

KSB DrX high Head provided for bigger open pit mining.
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China

Shanghai White Lai Road & Bridge Machinery will provide concrete, jaw, impact, vertical shaft impact (VSI) crusher, vibrating screening, etc.

JBS Crusher all kind of crushing and screening machine and plants manufacture will be exhibited by Shandong Jinhao Machinery.

Slurry pumps are used in the mineral Processing plant coal preparation plant, and dredging will be provided by Excellence Pump Industry.

Even hardness, Unbreakable, Grindin resistant, high impact value, and high combined efficiency of grinding mill will be presented by Shandong Shengye Grinding Ball.

Shanghai Longyang Machinery Factory will present ’Longyang’ brand series products with high reliability and perfect after-sale service have not only helped our customers, but also won a good reputation for us.

Daimi Kingmecch Pump will be exhibited by Shijiazhuang Daimi Kingmecch Pump.

Shanghai Explosion-Proof Motor, Shuanglong Group, is awarded the famous brand in China, obtained ISO 9001, ISO 14001. Export products gained the certificates of CEATEX and CCC.

Shandong Jiuchang Heavy Industries Technology is a professional manufacture of stone-sand crusher and powder making equipments.

The best solution in artificial sand production will be provided by Luoyang Baikile Mining Machinery.

Even hardness, Unbreakable, Grindin resistant, high impact value, and high combined efficiency of grinding mill will be presented by Shandong Shengye Grinding Ball.

Even hardness, Unbreakable, Grindin resistant, high impact value, and high combined efficiency of grinding mill will be presented by Shandong Shengye Grinding Ball.

Shanghai Samme Mining Machinery

Taitan Yueshou Road Building Machinery

Jiangxi Huaxin Machinery Manufacturing

Jiangxi Mingxin Metallurgy Equipment

Jiangsu TaiLai Reductor

Changsha Tianhe Drilling Equipment, a leading manufacturer for Down the hole drilling tools for water well drilling, geothermal drilling, mining drilling, bore hole drilling and so on.

Shandong Hengyu Rubber
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Changsha Tianhe Drilling Tools and Machinery, is a leading manufacturer for Down the hole drilling tools for water well drilling, geothermal drilling, mining drilling, bore hole drilling and so on.
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Organised by: Germany Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy.

Germany participates with a “German Pavilion” offering a professional brokerage service to help to establish contacts with German companies and comprehensive information on Germany as an important business location.

DeilMann
RUD

Erlau Tyre Protection Chains will provide the best protection against tyre damages.

Hazemag & EPR is the specialist in energy efficient continuous flow crushing.

Robert Bosch provides solutions such as components, equipment for automotive, drive & control hydraulic solutions, home appliances, power tools, security systems, and heating solutions.

Kimmins India Private Limited:

FELUWA Pumpen

Aumund Fordertechnik will display Samson Material Feeder, an economical solution from Mine to Processor.

DellMann

BASF Indonesia, will show you how chemistry can help you increase the yield of a limited resources, reduce the environmental impact and make mining operations safer.

KOCEMA is confident that Mining Indonesia 2015 will provide new momentum for all construction equipment manufacturers in the world to improve their technology and promote trade and share their vision.

KOCEMA

The sprocket-elevated bulldozer of HBXG will be displayed by Xuzhou Construction Machinery.

ThyssenKrupp Industrial Solutions

Vaudt

BMCE Business Media & Consulting Europe

K对策 SEMINAR PROGRAMMES

Wednesday, 9 September 2015
Location: Hall B
14.00 – 14.40
PT. Derrick Solutions Indonesia:
“Elimination of Tailing Ponds Using Derrick Hi-G Dryers Fine Recovery System”
Location: Hall D
14.00 – 14.40
PT. KSB Indonesia:
1. “Solid Transportation System Using Centrifugal Slurry Pump”
2. “Dewatering Pumpset in Open Pit Mining Operation”

Thursday, 10 September 2015
Location: Hall B
14.00 – 14.40
PT. Fajar Mas Murni:
“Solutions for Mining”

Friday, 11 September 2015
Location: Hall B
14.00 – 16.00
PT. Alum:
“OEM Parts Seminar”

Saturday, 12 September 2015
Location: Hall B
11.00 – 11.40
Allgaier Process Technology:
“Next Generation High End Solutions”

Donaldson Filtration Indonesia:
“Donaldson Total Filtration Solutions for Mining”

Organised by Germany Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy.

Germany participates with a “German Pavilion” offering a professional brokerage service to help to establish contacts with German companies and comprehensive information on Germany as an important business location.

DeilMann
RUD

Erlau Tyre Protection Chains will provide the best protection against tyre damages.

Hazemag & EPR is the specialist in energy efficient continuous flow crushing.

Robert Bosch provides solutions such as components, equipment for automotive, drive & control hydraulic solutions, home appliances, power tools, security systems, and heating solutions.

Kimmins India Private Limited:
The decreasing mineral reserves in the midst of increasing demands, has made Indonesia turn to resource nationalism approach, therefore Indonesia needs to learn from other countries. Since productivity is a problem faced by the mineral and coal mining company in Indonesia, hence in this seminar, the participants will hear and interact directly in interactive sessions on various topics and learn experiences of companies such as i. Mining operations benchmarking; ii. Technology and ‘big data’ in Mining; iii. Sharing of case examples by KPC, NNT, Adaro and Vale; iv. Energy Efficiency in Mining tools and technology.
A) Please tick your job function (ONE option only).

01) [ ] CEO / Chairman / Director / Owner / General Manager
02) [ ] Director / Other Senior Management
03) [ ] Education & Training
04) [ ] Engineer, Civil
05) [ ] Engineer, Hydraulic
06) [ ] Engineer, Process
07) [ ] Engineer, Electrical
08) [ ] Engineer, Mechanical
09) [ ] Engineer, Mining
10) [ ] Environmental Manager
11) [ ] Exploration Manager
12) [ ] Geologist/Geophysicist
13) [ ] Government Official
14) [ ] Maintenance Manager
15) [ ] Mine Manager
16) [ ] Plant Manager
17) [ ] Operations Manager
18) [ ] Purchasing
19) [ ] Research & Development
20) [ ] Sales & Marketing
21) [ ] Site Manager
22) [ ] Stockbroker / Corporate Analyst
23) [ ] Supervisor
24) [ ] Trades Person

B) Please tick your company’s MAIN activity (ONE option only).

01) [ ] Construction
02) [ ] Defense / Aerospace
03) [ ] Education
04) [ ] Exploration
05) [ ] Gas & Oil
06) [ ] Materials Handling
07) [ ] Mining
08) [ ] Power Distribution
09) [ ] Power Generation
10) [ ] Quarrying
11) [ ] Refining
12) [ ] Telecommunications / IT
13) [ ] Trade Associations
14) [ ] Transport / Distribution / Storage
15) [ ] Utilities

C) Please tick your main area(s) of product interest.

01) [ ] Analysis
02) [ ] Coal Preparation
03) [ ] Communications
04) [ ] Compressors & Air
05) [ ] Computers & Software
06) [ ] Conveyors
07) [ ] Crushing and Grinding
08) [ ] Drilling Equipment
09) [ ] Electrical Equipment
10) [ ] Exploration
11) [ ] Filters & Filtration
12) [ ] High wall Mining Equipment
13) [ ] Instrumentation
14) [ ] Laboratory Equipment
15) [ ] Maintenance Services
16) [ ] Materials Handling
17) [ ] Mineral Processing Equipment
18) [ ] Open Cut Mining Equipment
19) [ ] Process Control
20) [ ] Pumps & Valves
21) [ ] Safety Products
22) [ ] Screens
23) [ ] Spare Parts
24) [ ] Transmission Equipment / Gear Boxes
25) [ ] Underground Mining Equipment
26) [ ] Ventilation
27) [ ] Waste Water Treatment
28) [ ] Welding Equipment
ENTRANCE & PARKING PLAN

9 – 12 September 2015

Halls A2, A3, B1, B2, B3, C1, C3, D1, D2, Outside Space

Jakarta International Expo, Kemayoran, Jakarta - Indonesia

PLEASE FOLLOW THIS PARKING PLAN CAREFULLY / HARAP PERHATIKAN DENAH PARKIR